1. To view performance on an individual quiz you have assigned, first locate the quiz under the Due Previously section of your Assignments page:

   ![Due Date Options]

2. Once you have located the quiz, you will be able to see the number of students who have completed the quiz, as well as the due date, time, topics, and grading option chosen.

   ![Quiz Completion Details]

3. Clicking on the number of students who have completed this quiz provides you with an expanded class list with individual student performance, as well as an overall class average for the quiz, and information on how many questions have been asked and answered correctly.

   ![Mastery Goal Results]
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4. At the top, you will be able to see the number of students who have completed the quiz, as well as the number in progress, and the number who have not started the quiz.

5. You will be able to see the class average on each topic chosen, as well as the number of questions answered. Clicking on the arrow in the upper right hand corner provides an expanded view of class performance on this topic on this particular quiz, with individual averages as well as number of questions answered on this topic by each student.
6. Clicking on individual student names allows you to visit that student’s page to view their activity in further detail.